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Outline/ Focus: How did Venus resurface?

“.. Venus resurfaced ~ 
500 my ago…”

Did it? Is Venus geologically 
dead?



Outline/Focus: How did does Venus resurface?
• “.. Venus resurfaced ~ 500 my 

ago…”

• Did it? Is Venus geologically dead?
• Theories of resurfacing
• Evidence for equilibrium 

resurfacing
• Geologic evidence for current 

activity
• Emissivity anomalies
• Interior mass distribution
• Elastic thickness values

• Implications for the interior, 
surface & atmosphere



Evidence for Catastrophic Resurfacing
• Key observations:

• Distribution of ~1000 craters can not be 
distinguished from a random one

• Very few clearly modified craters
• Possible processes>consequences: 

• Massive volcanism> climate change
• Lithospheric foundering > episodic 

(plate) tectonics
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Phillips et al., 1992



3 possible models: 
Catastrophic Resurfacing Model (CRM) [Schaber et al., 1992, Strom et al., 1994; Phillips et al., 1992; Romeo & Turcotte, 2010]

Equilibrium Resurfacing Model (ERM) [Phillips et al., 1992]

Regional ERM  (RERM) [Phillips et al., 1992; Hauck et al., 1998;  Bond and Warner, 2006; Bjonnes et al., 2012; O’Rourke et al. 2014]

Resurfacing Models
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Successful 
patch radii 
from 100s to 
~1000 km

Catastrophic                   Equilibrium Regional

(Removal of craters by volcanism or foundering of lithosphere)



Role of Volcanic Flooding
• How many craters are actually modified? 80% have dark floors

• Herrick and Rumpf (2011) use stereo topography data for a subset of craters to suggest that dark 
floored craters are flooded; Implies the surface could be as young as 150 m.y.

• How old is the surface?
• Bottke et al. (2016) suggest that impacts are due to Near Earth Objects; surface age ~130-250 m.y.
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What makes 
crater floors radar 
dark? 
Volcanism? 
Aeolian fill?



How is Extended Ejecta Removed?
• Models that account for erosion of ‘halos’ prefer equilibrium models (Phillips and Izenberg, 1995).
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Volcanism removes halos & craters 
>low crater and halo density
> Relatively young areas

Erosion removes only halos 
> high crater density & low  halo density 
> Relatively older areas



Method
• Two approaches for counting circles:

• 60,000 equal spaced points on a sphere
• Centered on 1000 craters only

• Equal area counting circle radius = 1750 km (length of the largest parabola)
• Counting circles diam. of 1650, 3500, 8000 and 12000 km also examined; 

only 3500 km circles give the illustrated results, consistent with focus on 
parabola removal

1750 km

Caveats:
• Parabolas and craters may be masked in 

tessera or other rough areas
• Counting circle is 3500 km; smaller scale 

features are not well characterized 



Halo & Crater Density as a Relative Age Indicator
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Relative Age using Crater-Centered Circles
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Comparison to geologic 
unit relative age
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Evidence for Recent Volcanism
• VIRTIS high emissivity anomalies 

suggest ‘recent’, unweathered
volcanism
• Helbert et al., 2008; Mueller et al., 2008; 

Smrekar et al., 2010.
• Weathering, as observed in the NIR, is 

likely to occur on timescale of years 
• Filiberto et al. LPSC 2019; Teffeteller et al. 

LPSC. 2019

• Pyroclastic deposits are ‘rapidly’ (10s 
my?) eroded by winds 
• Campbell et al. 2017

• Variations in atmospheric SO2
• Marcq et al. 2012



Evidence for locally thin lithosphere: Coronae
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Figure 5. Summary of coronae properties in our entire study area.
(a) Elastic thicknesses estimated from the nominal, Cartesian model with
shapes and colors respectively representing geologic setting and
morphologic classification. (b) Surface heat flows derived from elastic
thicknesses, plate curvatures, and dry diabase rheology. Error bars are the
standard deviation of values estimated from individual profiles.

Λ≈1.7 and Fs = 100 mW m−2 as seems reasonable. Identifying precise plume
boundaries and hence estimating accurate buoyancy fluxes from numerical
simulations is nontrivial even with modern codes that permit more realistic
viscosity ranges (e.g., Smrekar & Sotin, 2012).

Assuming that derived heat flows are approximately valid for a circular
radius equal to 3Rc around each corona, their total contribution is ∼1.33 TW
in our study area. Extrapolated to the entirety of Venus, coronae would thus
contribute ∼6.65 TW—roughly a third of the estimated global budget—if
they were all active at the same time despite an effective area covering only
∼4% of the surface. Many coronae are likely inactive at present, however,
with lithospheres having thickened and heat flows thus lessened since their
formation. Comparison between related timescales and the average sur-
face age, however, remains quite uncertain at present. If the effective radius
here is increased to 4Rc and half of visible coronae currently host active
upwelling or downwelling, for example, then coronae would account for
∼25% of the global heat budget, which exactly matches predictions from
models of coupled plumes and delamination (e.g., Smrekar & Stofan, 1997).

3.3. Population Statistics
Nondetection of flexural signatures at a given corona does not necessarily
prove the absence of elastic deformation in the lithosphere. However, we
can still check whether variations in observed occurrence rates of flexure
from different subsets of the corona population are statistically significant
assuming that our study area is an unbiased sample of the entire population.
With a uniform prior, the posterior probability for F —the fraction of coro-
nae with flexure—is derived from the binomial distribution as p(F|M,N) ∝
FM(1 − F)N−M, where N is the total number of coronae and M counts those
observed with flexure (e.g., Sivia, 1996). The expected value for F is simply
F̄ = M∕N. An estimate of the standard deviation is "F =

√
F(1 − F)∕N,

although p(F|M,N) is quite asymmetric if F̄ is close to either 0 or 1 as for a
majority of our subgroups. This formulation is analogous to determining the
fairness of a coin with the presence or absence of flexure representing heads
or tails.

Overall, the observed occurrence rate of flexure is ∼19% in our study area.
Among the 16 coronae identified from visual inspection of Figure 1 as lack-
ing any stereo coverage, the occurrence rate of∼19% is remarkably identical

and contrary to the expectation of fewer detections. Type 2 coronae are relatively overabundant in this sub-
sample (>40% compared to ∼20% planetwide) but that will not affect our analysis below. We therefore
analyze population statistics without regard to the availability of stereo coverage. Table 4 lists the number of
coronae in myriad categories with and without flexural signatures. For Type 1 and 2 coronae, respectively, F̄ =
0.23 and 0.08 with "F = 0.05 and 0.06. Type 1 coronae are thus more likely to host flexure than Type 2 coronae
at ∼2.5 " significance. Our statistical confidence in this conclusion would rise to >4 " if the same occurrence
rates were observed with N > 500 in a planetwide survey. The next largest disparity between subgroups is the
∼2.3 " decrease in occurrence rates between topographic classifications 6 and 7, which is also consistent with
and explained by the relative prevalence of Type 2 coronae in each group. That is, ∼54% of all Type 2 coronae
are in class 7, compared to only ∼8% of Type 1 coronae. Type 1 coronae of class 6 are rare (<5% planetwide),
but identically zero Type 2 coronae have been placed in this category (Stofan et al., 2001).

No corona in the topographic classes 1 or 9 has a flexural signature. In fact, the existence of any low-elevation
trench associated with elastic deformation under a load would mandate another classification. Since there is
only one corona from each of these two categories in our study area, however, their F̄ = 0 are technically not
statistically significant. Differences in occurrence rates between coronae with outer rises and troughs (classes
5 and 6) and those with rims alone (classes 3a, 3b, 4, and 7) are also not significant. There are relatively fewer
coronae in class 3b than in the planetwide survey while classes 5 and 6 are slightly overabundant (Stofan et al.,
2001), but the numbers in each group indicate that our study area is generally representative of Venus overall.
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Coronae with a topographic flexure signature in stereo topography
O’Rourke and Smrekar, 2018



Evidence for Regionally Thin Lithosphere 

Local and regional 
Values generally 
agree> many areas of 
thin lithosphere

“A key finding is that 
the lithospheric 
properties typically 
vary over scales of 
1000 km or less 
except in some plains 
and crustal plateau 
regions.”

Anderson and Smrekar, 2006



Geophysical Evidence Against Catastrophic 
Overturn-1

• Venus’ center of figure – center or mass offset is
• 280 m
• 2.1 km on Earth

• Global overturn implies that huge amount of 
cold material are transported to the core-
mantle-boundary (CMB) – surface area is ~4x 
that of the CMB.  
• E.g. , a 100 km thick thermal lithosphere 

would produce a  ~400 km thick layer at the 
CMB

Earth’s 
Center of Mass



Geophysical Evidence 
Against Catastrophic 
Overturn
• King (JGRP, 2018) runs a series of 

numerical simulations of global 
mantle overturn to show that if 
there is significant overturn within 
the last 750 m.y., the CF-CM offset 
would be much larger.

case (black line) are shown in Figure 4. Unlike the reference case, Cases 2–4 all begin with a small CM-CF offset
and this value remains small throughout the calculation, growing to about 500 m after 9 Gyr (Figure 4d). All
four cases begin in the stagnant-lid mode of convection (Figure 4a); Cases 2 and 3 undergo a brief mobile-lid/
resurfacing event that lasts for approximately 200 Myr in the first 1 Gyr of model evolution, while Case 4
remains in the stagnant-lid mode with no overturn events for the entire calculation. In the reference case,
the mobile-lid/resurfacing events are longer and occur later in the calculation. The mobile-lid/resurfacing
event occurs at the time corresponding to the time in the reference model that the 12 plumes begin to form
(Figure 2a). In Cases 2 and 3, the core mantle boundary temperature decreases more rapidly than in the
reference case, and there is a small spike in the core mantle boundary heat flow as the cold lithospheric
material sinks to the core, cooling both the lower mantle and core. In Case 4, the CMB temperature and
heat flow closely follow the reference case over the short period from 2.5 to 3.0 Gyr. While the reference
case has a spike in the CMB heat flow and a change in slope of the CMB temperature with time, Case 4
continuously decreases with no spikes. The CMB heat flow gradually increases as the mantle cools due to
the reduced concentration of radiogenic elements with time. In Cases 2 and 3, after the spike in heat flow
from the initial overturn dies away, the CMB temperature follows the same decreasing trend with time as
Case 4. With the exception of the spikes associated with the mobile-lid/resurfacing events, the long-term
CMB heat flow follows this same trend for all four cases (Figure 2c). The CMB heat flow is approximately
15 mW/m2 at 9 Gyr. In Cases 2 and 3, the decrease in the CMB heat flow after the first spike occurs over a
period of more than 1 Gyr, similar to time for the decay of the CMB heat flow after the spikes in the

Figure 4. Time series of (a) mobility, (b) core-mantle boundary heat flux, (c) core-mantle boundary temperature, and
(d) CM-CF offset for the initial condition with 20 K perturbation of the form l = 1, m = 0 (reference model, black);
l = 2, m = 1 (Case 2, red); l = 3, m = 1 (Case 3, green); and l = 4, m = 1 (Case 4, blue).
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Venus is likely still resurfacing! 
Implications
• Surface:

• Resurfacing generally occurs on scales < 1300 km
• Multiple mechanisms, in addition to volcanism are possible

• Plume-induced subduction (Davaille et al. 2017)
• Crustal blocks (Byrne et al. 2018)

• Not all areas must be the same avg. age 
• Interior: 

• No requirement for episodic overturn
• Models should consider regionally variable lithospheric thickness, and 

processes that produce resurfacing
• Atmosphere:

• Likely affected by volcanic outgassing and surface weathering


